
Volvo Wheeled Pavers   2.5-9.0 m   129 kW

P5770c ABG, P5870c ABG, P6870c ABG
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Welcome 
to our world

Welcome to a world of industry leading machinery. A world where imagination, hard 
work and technological innovation will lead the way towards developing a future which 
is cleaner, smarter, and more connected. A world supported by the enduring values of 

the Volvo Group. A world of stability, sustainability and innovation. A world which 
we put our customers at the heart of.

Welcome to the world of Volvo Construction Equipment – 
we think you’re going to like it here.

The road 
to success

Our range of road machinery combines the heritage of the Blaw Knox, Ingersoll Rand 
and ABG brands with the engineering excellence of Volvo. The result is a line-up of 
Volvo pavers and compactors which achieve an unrivalled level of quality, in both 

paving and compaction applications.

Building on our proud history, we continue to innovate our products to offer 
customers the best solutions for their operation. Our Compact Assist and Pave Assist 

products are just two examples of how we are developing intelligent solutions to 
ensure our machines deliver world-class performance and results long into the future.
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Solutions for you
Our industry leading machines are just the start of your 

relationship with Volvo. As your partner, we have developed 
an extensive range of additional solutions to help you improve 

uptime, boost productivity and reduce costs. 

Designed for your business

Structured across nine blocks, our portfolio of products 
and services are designed to complement your machine’s 

performance and boost your profitability. Simply put, we offer 
some of the best guarantees, warranties and technological 

solutions in the industry today.

There when you need us

Whether you’re buying new or used, our global network 
of dealers and technicians offer around-the-clock support, 

including machine monitoring and world-class parts availability. 
It’s the basis of everything offered by Volvo Services, so you can 

be confident we’ve got you covered right from the start.

Fuel Efficiency
Services

Productivity
Services

Safety
Services

Financial
Services

Uptime
Services

Rental
Services

Volvo
Attachments

Genuine
Volvo Parts

New life
Services

Building tomorrow
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Volvo pavers are built for performance and precision on any paving project. The P6870C 

ABG, P5870C ABG and P5770C ABG offer a selection of drive systems to best match the 

paving conditions at hand. Whatever your needs, Volvo’s got the right paver for the job.

P5770C ABG

For smaller paving widths, the four-wheel drive P5770C ABG 
uses the large rear wheels to deliver the majority of power. The 
front wheels provide additional drive assistance and steering.

P5870C ABG 

The four-wheel drive P5870C ABG features six wheels and is 
ideal for mid-range paving widths. The large back wheels deliver 
the majority of power. The rear set of front wheels provide 
additional drive assistance and, along with the first set of front 
wheels, provide steering support.

The best paver for the job
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P6870C ABG 

The P6870C ABG boasts six-wheel drive for maximum 
power when paving large widths and depths on 

difficult ground conditions. Large rear drive wheels deliver the 
majority of drive force with additional power and steering from 
both sets of load dependent front wheels.
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Suspension

Volvo wheeled  pavers have  a unique hydraulic self-
leveling suspension system. The system delivers a 

three-point balance for a stable tractor platform.  When paving 
in poor or uneven conditions the suspension supports traction 
and smooth paving.
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Wheel paving at its best
Feel the power and work with excellent traction control in a Volvo paver. Whatever the 

operating conditions, these machines deliver ultimate tractive force for smooth, even 

results. Witness the outcome for yourself.

Smart power mode

When paving conditions do not require full power, the 
operator can select smart power mode on the Main 
Control Unit (MCU) to automatically reduce power to  
1600 rpm. This results in substantially lower noise and up to 
30% reduced fuel consumption.

Drive system

Volvo’s drive system ensures high tractive force for accurate, 
smooth paving, whatever the ground conditions.

Torque control

The intelligent load dependent torque control system monitors the hopper load and adjusts the power between the front drive wheels 
to prevent wheel spin for optimum torque.
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Ultimate maneuverability
Best in class maneuverability is at the center of the Volvo paver – providing you with a 

competitive edge. Experience precise movement, a tight turning radius and easy paver 

transportation with Volvo Construction Equipment.

Folding walkway

Volvo’s folding walkway allows you to start paving closer to 
the edge to reduce the amount of manual labour required. The 
walkway, which is fitted as standard, also decreases the overall 
length of the machine during transport.

Three drive modes

In Paving Mode all paving controls are functional as well as full 
engine rpm and smart power mode. Shunting Mode deactivates 
paving functions, activates active steering and reduces travel 
speed – ideal for manoeuvring, loading and unloading. Transport 
Mode allows full travel speed for quick relocation. In shunting and 
transport modes, engine speed is likewise regulated to ensure 
fuel economy.

Optional end gates

Hinged screed end gates can be pivoted to the rear of the paver to reduce the overall width during transport.
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Active steering

Unique active steering system allows for a tight inner 
turning radius of 2.5m – ideal for repositioning the 

paver on confined job sites. The electro-hydraulic steering system 
provides control in tight areas to reduce paving time and effort.
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Volvo puts you in control
Command and control your paver from the operator seat with Volvo’s unique, industry-

leading EPM II (Electronic Paver Management) technology, designed for simple operation 

and maximum efficiency. Intelligent paving at its best.

Intuitive display 

On the left hand side of the MCU the paver functions are displayed 
as they are located on the machine. This allows the operator to 
quickly locate and adjust settings, such as screed temperature 
and engine parameters.

Fuel monitoring

The control panel’s fuel monitoring system records and displays 
fuel consumption by day or time period, so you can plan refueling 
and calculate operational costs.
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On/off button

Push one button to stop and restart paving with the same 
settings, no matter how much time has passed.

Settings manager

Store all proven paving settings for re-use on similar, future jobs 
– saving time and ensuring consistent paving quality.

Main Control Unit (MCU)

Quickly and easily access structured information 
via Volvo’s industry-leading large, color display. The 

unique design gives operators total control at their fingertips – 
allowing instant adjustment to all paving functions.
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The perfect paving package

Serviceability

Daily maintenance checks 
can be made quickly, safely 

and easily from the deck.

Visibility

Al l - round v is ib i l i ty  and 
extendable operator seat for a 

360° view of the whole paving process.

Maneuverability

Achieve instant, precise 
movement with a tight turning 

radius of 2.5 meters thanks to the unique 
active steering system.

Engine

Volvo’s quiet and efficient diesel 
engine gives you more power while 
consuming less fuel.

MCU 

Large control panel with color 
screen allows you to quickly adjust 

paver settings.

Large hopper

Large 12 t hopper capacity 
suppor ts cont inuous 
paving.
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All-weather roof

The all-weather roof with extending side 
panels and integrated noise insulation 
provides weather protection and operator 
comfort. It can be lowered hydraulically 
for transport.

Access doors

Vertically hinged, side maintenance 
doors provide excellent access and 
longer life.

Drive system

Volvo offers customers a 
selection of drive configurations 

to suit the paving conditions at hand.

Suspension

Volvo gives you excellent 
traction control, whatever 

the paving conditions, ensuring 
consistent, smooth results.

Screeds

Robust, industry-leading, 
extendable screeds deliver 

a long life of quality paving.

Electric screed heating

Volvo Variomatic screeds have a 
three zone heating system to provide 
consistent and reliable heating.



All-round visibility

Get a 360° view of the whole paving process for 
maximum safety and productivity. The comfortable 

operator seats can be extended over the side of the paver for 
ultimate visibility.
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Excellent visibility
Sit in the operator platform and admire your work from 360°. Observe constant material 

flow from the large hopper design, which holds more material and allows for continuous 

paving. Independent hydrostatic drives for conveyors and augers give the same thickness 

and quality over the entire paved surface.

Hopper

Volvo’s design allows the operator to see the material level in 
the hopper and manage its consistent flow. The large capacity 
supports continuous paving.

Material flow

Independent, reversible hydrostatic drives for both conveyors and height adjustable augers supply constant material flow to the screed.

Visible delivery

Volvo pavers are designed to provide the operator with views of 
material flow in the hopper, auger channel and to the end gate.
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Supreme screed technology
Volvo screeds are designed to give you the best paving quality, uniformity and 

smoothness. Volvo industry-leading, extendable screeds can handle a wide range of 

materials and deliver a high degree of pre-compaction, resulting in a reduced amount of 

rolling work.

Electric heating

Volvo Variomatic screeds have a three circuit heating system which 
efficiently delivers quick, consistent heat across the full length of 
the screed. A dual heating bar arrangement provides consistent and 
reliable heating.

SCU

Two, conveniently located Screed Control Units (SCU) allow the 
operators to manage the functions of the screed as well as the 
material flow.

Quick coupling

Extensions are added or removed in minutes, with no special 
tools required, thanks to Volvo’s unique quick coupling system – 
saving you time and money.

Tamper bar

Newly designed, strong, through-hardened tamper bar for 
improved durability and reliability.



Screed performance

Volvo Variomatic screeds provide customers with 
hydraulically extending widths and add on options for 

paving up to 9 meters. Available in single tamper systems with 
electric or gas heating.



Support network

Volvo offers customers access to its first-class dealer 
support network. A factory trained technician, in a 

Volvo dealer service truck, with Genuine Volvo Parts will be ready 
to service your paver at your convenience. Trust Volvo to maintain 
your uptime.
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Your uptime is our priority
At Volvo we’re not just committed to providing you with a quality paver. We know that on 

site, time means money and that’s why we have a unique, global dealer support network to 

ensure your machine’s availability during its entire lifetime. And because Volvo pavers are 

100% Volvo, you’ll enjoy maintenance made easy and continuous state-of-the-art support.

Engine maintenance

Open one compartment from the deck to complete all daily 
maintenance checks quickly, safely and easily.

Paver care kits

Using Volvo Care Kits for wear parts ensures part life and 
performance. Benefit from 100% Genuine Volvo Parts in a single 
package for optimum reliability.

Service manager

From the MCU, the operator receives reminders and alerts when 
maintenance and service checks are due and overdue. The system 
also records when checks are performed.

Customer Support Agreements

Customer Support Agreements offer service and maintenance 
with maximum cost control and minimum downtime. The 
flexible system caters for a range of needs from total repair and 
maintenance to an inspection program covering vital parts and 
functions.
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Screed specifications

Grease distribution

Volvo provides optimum lubrication 
via a central greasing point, reducing 
maintenance requirements.

Heating

Volvo screeds feature independent 
temperature control on the main screed 
and every single extension.

Crown adjustment

A hydraulic screed adjustment feature 
with remote control enables quick and 
simple change from -2% to +4%.

Robust screed design

A tough screed frame and two large support 
tubes for the extensions work together to 
deliver a rigid screed assembly.

Optional end gates

Hinged screed end gates can be pivoted 
to the rear of the paver to shorten the 
overall width during transport.

Tamper bar and vibration

Single tamper bar technology delivers 
high compaction densities behind the 
screed. Together with vibration, this 
ensures quality and smoothness.

Choice of screeds P5770C P5870C P6870C

VB 78 ETC/GTC Basic width / hydraulic adjusting 
range m 2.5-5.0 2.5-5.0 2.5-5.0

max. paving width with extensions m 7.5 8.0 9.0

VB 88 ETC/GTC Basic width / hydraulic adjusting 
range m - 3.0-6.0 3.0-6.0

max. paving width with extensions m - 8.0 9.0

Screed weights*
at working width

2.5-5.0 m 3.0-6.0 m 6.5 m 7.5 m  8.0 m**  8.5 m***  9.0 m***

VB 78 ETC kg 3 600  - 5 222 5 782 6 342  - 6 903
VB 78 GTC kg 3 680  - 5 342 5 912 6 502  - 7 073
VB 88 ETC kg  - 3 820  - 5 542 5 832 6 102 6 662
VB 88 GTC kg  - 3 900  - 5 662 5 952 6 232 6 822

* Including auger extensions, channel plates, end gates, etc.
** P5870C & P6870C
*** P6870C
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Specifications

Standard equipment and options may vary based on local markets. 
Consult local sales when building your next paver.
Not all products are available in all markets. Under our policy of continuous improvement, we reserve the right to change specifications and design without prior 
notice. 
The illustrations do not necessarily show the standard version of the machine.

P5770C ABG P5870C ABG P6870C ABG

Engine type Volvo D6E Volvo D6E Volvo D6E

Engine power kW 129 129 129

At engine speed r/min - - -

Engine emission Stage IIIA / Tier 3 Stage IIIA / Tier 3 Stage IIIA / Tier 3

Basic width m 2.5 2.5 2.5

Maximum paving width m 7.5 8 9

Paving output t/h 500 600 700

Maximum layer thickness mm 300 300 300

Hopper capacity t 12 12 12

Tractor weight kg 13 850 14 400 14 400
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